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Abstract— The stringent emission mask and interference spec-
ifications in ultra-wideband (UWB) impulse radios present great
challenges for the transceiver architecture design and circuit im-
plementation. This paper proposes to use integrated distributed
transversal filters (DTF) for pulse shaping in the transmitter, and
for narrow-band interference (NBI) suppression in the receiver.
Analyses show that an integrated DTF can accurately generate
notches at multiple frequencies with tunability and relatively low
power consumption. A 7-tap DTF prototype was implemented
using a commercial

���������
	
SiGe BiCMOS technology. Mea-

surement results demonstrate the pulse shaping and interference
suppression capabilities of DTFs. The typical power consumption
of the prototype is 30 mW.

Index Terms— Ultra wideband, pulse shaping circuits, inter-
ference suppression, transversal filters, distributed amplifiers,
reconfigurable architectures

I. INTRODUCTION

Impulse radio UWB (IR-UWB) [1] has great potential in
low data-rate wireless communications such as sensor net-
works because of its promised low circuit complexity, low
power consumption, and location capability. Most impulse
radios demonstrated so far, however, have yet to use the whole
spectrum available (3.1-10.7 GHz), and hence are not taking
full advantage of the processing gain of spread spectrum.
This is largely due to the interference issues between UWB
systems and existing narrow-band wireless communications,
such as 802.11b/g at 2.4GHz and 802.11a at 5GHz. In order
to overcome the interference hurdle, pulse shaping is needed in
UWB transmitters, and so is narrow-band interference (NBI)
suppression in receivers. Both functions can be implemented
in either analog or digital domain depending on the transceiver
architecture.

An all-digital architecture [2] would be ideal for maximum
reconfigurability and scalability for the system, and enables
digital FIR filters to be used for interference suppression
and pulse shaping. But it requires ultra-high-speed analog-to-
digital converters (ADC) and other digital signal processing
(DSP) circuitry such as matched filters, which results in high
circuit complexity and large power consumption [3]. Hence
it will largely defeat the purpose of using IR-UWB in low-
rate applications. A partially-analog receiver moves correlators
to the analog domain, which can greatly reduce the speed
requirement and power consumption of ADCs. Fig. 1 shows
the block diagram of a proposed IR-UWB transceiver. An
analog interference-suppression notch filter is inserted between

Fig. 1. A partially-analog IR-UWB transceiver with proposed narrow-band
interference suppression and pulse shaping filters.

Fig. 2. An FIR transversal filter.

the LNA and correlator. On the transmitter side, modulated
UWB pulses will be filtered by the pulse shaping circuit so as
to not only help meet the UWB transmission mask, but also
introduce notches at specific interference frequencies. Both
filters are now in analog domains.

Linear transversal filters are good candidates for implement-
ing these notch filters [4]. In conventional spread spectrum
systems, surface-acoustic wave (SAW) or charge-coupled de-
vices (CCD) can be used to achieve bandwidth on the order of
100 MHz. In IR-UWB systems, these devices can no longer
meet the speed requirement. On the other hand, microwave
passive filters [5] can operate at GHz frequency range, but
they are usually not reconfigurable and also difficult to be
integrated on-chip due to size limitations. Our goal in this
paper is to achieve pulse shaping and interference suppression
functions using an integrated transversal filter, with both high-
speed pulse processing capabilities and good reconfigurability.
Recent research has demonstrated that a distributed transversal
filter (DTF) is suitable for multi-gigahertz signal processing
such as equalization in 10 Gb/s fiber-optic systems [6] and
sub-nanosecond pulse synthesis [7]. This motivated us to
investigate using DTFs in UWB systems.

II. DISTRIBUTED TRANSVERSAL FILTER

In an FIR transversal filter (Fig. 2), the input signal ������
propagates along a delay line. ������� and its delayed versions
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Fig. 3. A distributed transversal filter. It consists of two transmission lines
(gate-line and drain-line) coupled periodically by gain cells (showing with
filter coefficients ��� ... ��� ). The impedances on the right are the terminations
to the transmission lines, usually matched to the characteristic impedance
within the passband.

������������ (where � is the unit delay, and � �"!$#&%'%(%(#*) ) are
tapped along the delay line, multiplied with the coefficients
( +-,.#*/0�21�#-%(%'%(#*) ) , and then summed to generate the filtered
output 34����� . This architecture is usually referred as tapped-
delay-line structure. A distributed transversal filter (DTF) [8]–
[10] is essentially an analog FIR filter based on distributed
circuit techniques, which are widely used in microwave, fiber-
optical and radar systems. Fig. 3 shows the basic structure of
an DTF, which consists of two transmission lines and multiple
gain cells coupled between them. It can be viewed as a dis-
tributed amplifier [11] operating in the reverse-gain mode, and
therefore inherits the latter’s unique wideband characteristics:
the parasitic capacitance of transistors are absorbed into the
loaded transmissions to form low-pass filtering structures. The
circuit bandwidth is thus limited only by the cut-off frequency
of the loaded transmission lines, and can be (by design) much
larger than what is achievable by a lumped circuit.

Similarly to a generic transversal filter, the input signal in
a DTF travels along the input transmission line (gate-line),
and is tapped by each gain cell in sequence (from left to
right in Fig. 3). The tapped signal is amplified by a variable
gain, which corresponds to the filter coefficient (see below).
Then the output signals from all cells are power-combined
on the output transmission line (drain-line) and travel to the
output (from right to left in Fig. 3). The input signal on the
gate-line is eventually absorbed by the matched termination,
and so are the signals traveling to the right on the drain-line.
In this architecture, the loaded transmission lines serve both
as signal distribution/combining networks and delay elements.
The transfer function of an DTF can be described in the time
domain as

34�����5� 67,984: +-,;����<�
,>=@?7 A 84: ���CB

AED �&F A ��� (1)

where +&, is the tap coefficient and assumed to be real in a
DTF. �-B A , �>F A the tap delay from the gate- and drain-line. Note
that the delay between adjacent cells consists of that from both
transmission lines, i.e., � A �G� B A D � F A . Correspondingly, the
frequency response is given byH �'I$JK�5� 67,C84: + ,�LCM�N ���OI$J

,>=4?7 A 84: �
A � (2)

For a typical DTF with uniform distributed gain cells, � A �P�
H �(I�JK�5� 67,984: + ,LCM�N ���OIQ�.J5��� (3)

Apparently, the tap delay � sets the sampling frequency of an
DTF, and hence imposes another constraint on its frequency
response in addition to the cut-off frequency of the loaded
transmission lines. � is determined by the transmission lines
design, and can be as small as tens of picoseconds using
current integrated circuit technologies (see Section IV below),
which corresponds to multi-gigahertz bandwidth for the filter.
The cut-off frequency tend to be higher than the sampling
frequency. Therefore, an integrated DTF can be used in IR-
UWB systems for pulse shaping and interference suppression.

An integrated DTF has some distinctive advantages: 1)
it can achieve much larger bandwidth with relatively low
power consumption compared to a digital FIR filter. The latter
has to be implemented in ultra-high-speed digital circuits,
which consume comparable if not more power than a DTF,
not to mention (again) the ultra-high-speed ADC needed to
sample and quantize the pulse. 2) Compared to other analog
transversal filters, transmission lines can be easily imple-
mented on-chip, while CCD or SAW devices cannot. 3) The
filter coefficients can be easily and independently controlled
by gain cells, and thus it is inherently reconfigurable.

III. PULSE SHAPING ANALYSIS

In order to generate target spectrum of UWB signals or
suppress the NBI, a DTF needs to be synthesized for specific
transfer functions in frequency domain. In general, the transfer
function of a DTF is expressed as Eq. 2. If we assume the delay
between adjacent cells are identical, as in Eq. 3, the transfer
function of a DTF can be expressed as the truncated Fourier
expansion. Therefore, the basic design goal is to determine
all the coefficients + , so that the synthesized function

H �(I�JK�
is the best approximation for a target response function. LetR �'I$JK� to be a prescribed target transfer function and only the
magnitude response matters. The phase response is assumed
to be linear which implies the coefficients distribution must
exhibit symmetry relative to the center of the DTF.

Under the linear phase assumption, the coefficients can be
determined as

+-,S� !JUT
V W.XWQY2Z R �(I�JK� Z L-MQN �'IQ�.J5����[$J\# (4)

where ���]1�#-!$#&%'%(%(#*)_^�` , JU? and J�a are the lower and upper
bounds of the target frequency band, respectively, beyond
which the magnitude of

R �(I�JK� is considered to be zero.
Due to the symmetry of coefficients, +>,b�c+ 6 =d, for �e�)_^�` D !$#-%(%(%'#f) .

One desired function of using DTF in UWB signal pulse
shaping is to generate a notch at specific frequencies, e.g.
2.4 GHz or 5 GHz, to mitigate those NBIs. In such a scenario,
the notch frequency is critical and needs to be quite accurate. It
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can be proved that 3-tap DTF is adequate to generate one notch
frequency. The transfer function of a 3-tap DTF is simplyH �(I$JK�5�b+ : D + ?EL-M�N ���OI$J5��� D + a4L-MQN ���OIQ`;J5��� (5)

The requirement
H �(I�J : �O�g1 under the linear phase assump-

tion yields results as +9:+ a �h! (6)+ ?+-a �e�0`Ui-jlkC��J : ��� (7)

As can be seen from these two equations, the notch frequency
tuning can be achieved by varying coefficient +m? while keeping+ : and + a identical to each other. In practical implementation,
coefficients + , always have an upper bound limited by device
and power consumption. Thus, even though in the analysis
above both + : and + ? are normalized to + a , the coefficient
which has maximum absolute value should be selected as the
unit vector and all other coefficients should be normalized to it.
In general, (N+1)-tap DTF may generate

6 a notch frequencies.
Another desired function of UWB pulse shaping is to

generate a particular notch shape. If three frequency points
are selected to define the notch shape, one defines the notch
frequency, the other two define the notch width, then 7-tap
DTF is necessary to generate such a particular notch because
(N+1)-tap DTF with real coefficients can accurately control
the responses at

6 a discrete frequency points.

IV. CIRCUIT DESIGN

The schematic of a prototype 7-tap DTF is shown in Fig. 4.
It consists of 7 gain cells coupled between two differential
LC artificial transmission lines. As in any distributed circuit,
the design of transmission lines is of critical importance
[12]. In the case of DTFs, an additional constraint is the
time delay between adjacent taps, � . For this prototype, �
is specified as 50 ps, i.e., a sampling frequency of 20 GHz,
which is adequate for synthesizing the frequency response
within 10 GHz bandwidth. The total delay of the transmis-
sion lines would determine the temporal length of DTF’s
impulse response, which corresponds to the frequency domain
resolution. Considering these constraints, the delay elements
were implemented using LC ladders constructed using spiral
inductors and metal-insulator-metal (MIM) capacitors. The
inductance and capacitance values are determined according to
delay and bandwidth requirements. The transistor size in each
gain cell is selected properly to give desired input capacitance
value. The configuration of a LC section is shown in Fig. 4 (b).
The MIM capacitors n�o are added to meet both the delay
and bandwidth requirements. The input capacitance of the
gain cells is absorbed into the transmission line structure, and
become part of the LC ladder.

Fig. 4 (c) shows the simplified schematic of the gain
stage. The core of the circuit is a Gilbert cell ( pq? to psr ).
The absolute value of the filter coefficients ( +-: , +&? ,..., +-r ) is
implemented using the tunable tail current source t>u . The
sign of the coefficient is implemented using two differential
pairs ( psv , pSw , psx and p r ) to steer the differential current

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Schematic of the prototype DTF: (a) top level; (b) LC section
including spiral inductors and MIM capacitors y@z ; (c) gain cell.

from p ? and p a to the output transmission lines. The control
signals of these transistors ( { ? and { a ) are analog voltages
( |
}*~ and |E}*�;� ) selected by a single digital bit ( { ), which
represents the sign of the corresponding coefficient. Because
the output nodes are always connected to the collector of an
“ON” transistor and that of an “OFF” transistor, there is no
variation in the loading of the output transmission lines when
the sign of the coefficient is switched. The differential input
signals are buffered using emitter followers ( p�� ? , p�� a , t-� ?
and t-� a ). Buffering reduces the loading and thus improves the
linearity of the phase response on the input transmission lines.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The 7-tap prototype DTF [6] was designed and fabricated
using a 1�%(!&���4� SiGe BiCMOS process with �$� of 120
GHz [13]. Figure 5 shows its chip micrograph. Chip size is
3 mm x 1.5 mm, including pads, and the area for each tap is
about 0.3mm x 0.9mm. The DC pads on the top are for sign
bits of weights, and the bottom ones are for absolute values of
coefficients. The terminations are implemented with multiple
resistors in parallel, which can be laser-trimmed to fine-tune
the matching properties. The power supply voltage is 3 V.
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Fig. 5. Chip micrograph of the prototype DTF.
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Fig. 6. Frequency response of each tap in the prototype DTF.

The characterization of the prototype DTF was performed
in frequency domain via on-wafer probing. Four-port s-
parameters are measured and converted to differential s-
parameters. The differential s-parameters are shown in Fig. 6.
The insertion loss of tap0 is -3 dB and reasonably flat within
15 GHz bandwidth. The insertion loss and the bandwidth
decrease gradually from tap0 to tap6 since the signal travels
longer distance on the LC lines. The phase responses are fairly
linear.

Fig. 7 shows the notch generation, which clearly demon-
strates the reconfigurability of a DTF in terms of notch
frequency tuning. The notches are generated using three taps
(tap0,1,2) from 2 GHz to 4.4 GHz continuously, even though a
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Fig. 7. Measured notch frequency tuning
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Fig. 8. Shaped frequency response and pulse with a notch frequency at
2.4 GHz. Tail bias currents are �����������U���>  ��¡£¢ , ���*¤¥����¦��§9  ¨9©�¡£¢ ,����ª<�«�¬�U����¡£¢ , ������®�¯¦��§9  ¨�°±¡£¢ , ����²<�«���U��§9  ¨9³±¡£¢ .

step of 0.4 GHz is shown. The corresponding tail bias currentst u for each tap are shown in the inset table. The � D � and ���0�
represent the signs of coefficients. As seen in the table, the
sign of tl+>? shows that coefficient +>? changes from negative
to positive as notch frequency increases, which is compliant
with previous analysis results. In the phase responses, these is
always a ´ phase jump at the notch frequency. This is because
that a notch in S21 response is actually a transmission zero. As
frequency increases and passes by the zero, the phase response
should have a abrupt change of ´ . The fractional bandwidth
of each generated notch is shown in Fig. 7 (c). Since insertion
loss values in two passbands are different, the lower one is
used as the reference and -3 dB bandwidth is used to calculate
the fractional bandwidth.

The pulse shaping capability is demonstrated using two
example spectra. Fig. 8 (a) shows the spectrum of a Gaussianµ o�¶ order monocycle and the corresponding spectrum after
filtering using a DTF whose synthesized frequency response
has a notch at 2.4 GHz. The unshaped and shaped pulses
are showing in Fig. 8 (b). The pulse duration is preserved
after shaping because of DTF’s linear phase response. The
power consumption needed for this response is 30.2 mW.
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Fig. 9. Shaped frequency response and pulse with a notch frequency at
5 GHz. Tail bias currents are ���·���G�¬�U���>  °¸¡�¢ , ���*¤_�¹�¯¦���>  �q¡£¢ ,����ª�®���U��§9  ³�°±¡£¢ , ����<�®��¦���>  °±¡�¢ , ����²U�«�¬�U��§9  °9°¥¡�¢ .

The similar scenario is shown Fig. 9 using a DTF whose
synthesized frequency response has a notch at 5 GHz. The
power consumption needed for this response is 30.8 mW.

The NBI suppression is also demonstrated using two exam-
ples. Fig. 10 (a) shows the spectrum of a Gaussian

µ o�¶ order
monocycle with 2.4 GHz narrow-band interference before and
after the NBI suppression. About 40 dB suppression can be
achieved using the prototype DTF. The time domain signals
are shown in Fig. 10 (b), in which the UWB pulse is totally
distorted by 2.4 GHz interference before NBI suppression,
and it is recovered very well after passing the DTF. The
similar scenario is shown in Fig. 11 with 5 GHz narrow-band
interference. The bias conditions are the same as in the pulse
shaping case.

VI. CONCLUSION

We propose to using distributed transversal filters (DTF)
for pulse shaping and narrow-band interference suppression at
IR-UWB front-end. This solution can enable the full UWB
spectrum to be utilized to achieve significantly larger process-
ing gain than current systems. A 7-tap DTF prototype has been
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Fig. 10. 2.4 GHz NBI suppression. Tail bias currents are �������®���U���>  �¡£¢ ,����¤º�»�¯¦��§9  ¨9©¼¡�¢ , ����ª��½���U���¸¡�¢ , ���·¾�»�¯¦��§9  ¨�°_¡�¢ , ����²¾��¬�U��§9  ¨9³�¡�¢ .

designed and fabricated using a 1�%(!&���4� BiCMOS technol-
ogy. Initial measurement results successfully demonstrated its
capability for pulse shaping and interference suppression in
IR-UWB pulses. More detailed characterization is under way.
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